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Anonymous Referee #1  

Received and published: 4 October 2018 

General statement: This is an interesting study suitable for publication in TC. There 

are some important revisions required, but they should be easy for the authors to 

make. 

Major comment: 

The large radiative forcing shown in Figure 11 (and cited in the abstract) is caused by 

the huge amounts of impurities in these glaciers. The authors need to point out that 

these glaciers are much more polluted than is normal for Tibetan glaciers. Line 120 

gives the average value of BC (for 10 glaciers) as 854 ppm, or 854,000 ppb, i.e. about 

a factor of 40,000 larger than the amounts reported for Tibetan glaciers by Ming et al 

2008 (ACP 8, 1343-1352). Some discussion is required before we can believe the 

results of this paper. I am also surprised that [BC] is~10 x [MD]. Previous reports find 

more MD than BC in Tibet. 

Author response: Thank you. We have checked carefully here about the amount of 

BC and others, and we are sorry as it is a mistake by writing the wrong unit here. The 

unit should actually be ppb (μg /kg) for BC and OC, not ppm; for dust the unit is ppm 

(μg/g), as the average value of LAPs in the NTP region is derived from previous study 

(Zhang et al., 2017, 2018; Yan et al., 2016; and also Wang et al., 2013) for the 

snowpack. Thus the BC level is not that high.  

We also checked carefully the result of the calculation using the model to calculate 

the albedo change based on the above data (see revised Figure 11). Moreover, we 

have checked throughout the paper, and we think the BC/dust level is still comparable 

to Ming et al. (2008, ACP) as their previous work result is derived from ice core, with 

relatively much higher average elevation in Everest (its deposition site with elevation 

6500 m compared to 2900~4750 m a.s.l. of northeast Tibetan Plateau glacier sampling 

sites in this work) and lower atmospheric BC concentration. Besides, in this work we 

mainly focused on LAPs (BC, OC, mineral and others) in the glaciers and snowpacks 

for the surface distributed impurities, which is often accumulated in summer with 

surface melting and with higher BC concentration, and is thus actually different to 

that of ice core deposition record, but usually with higher mass level. (See Line 

175-183 in the revision).  

Besides, we need to clarify that the dust level is actually higher than that of BC in this 

work; here it is also caused by unit mistake, as the dust unit is μg /g, while the BC and 



OC unit here is μg/kg. The dust mass level we used here is actually much higher than 

BC (>10 times). Please also check that in our previous study in the Table 2 of Zhang 

et al., 2018, TC.  

Also see Figure 3 in this work, dust has a similar number concentration with BC in 

NTP region; however, dust is often larger particle and BC is often fine particles (often 

in PM2.5 and sub-micro section, Dong et al., 2016AE; Li et al., 2014 JGR), 

considering together the density of dust, thus BC is actually of smaller mass 

concentration than dust in the glacier/snowpack. Similar dust number concentration 

often means much higher mass concentration than BC; that is also why previous 

reports find more dust than BC in Tibet when compare mass concentration (Ming et 

al., 2008 ACP; Zhang et al, 2018 TC).   

Moreover, in this study we mainly focus on individual LAPs particle mixing and 

structure change and its radiative forcing, thus we mainly use TEM-EDX method to 

calculate number concentration of the individual particle in the microscope 

observation. BC, OC and dust mass data for the albedo simulation is derived from the 

average value of our previous study in the region (Zhang et al., 2017, 2018; Yan et al., 

2016; and also Wang et al., 2013) for the snowpack result the northern Tibetan 

Plateau and also Qilian Mountains. See revised L170-171: In the model simulation, 

mineral dust (93.2±27.05 μg/g), BC (1517±626 μg/kg) and OC (974±197μg/kg) 

average concentration data, as well as other parameters… 

References are also added to the revised manuscript: Ming J., Cachier H., Xiao C., et 

al., 2008. Black carbon record based on a shallow Himalayan ice core and its climatic 

implications, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 1343–1352; Wang, X., Doherty, S., and Huang, 

J.: Black carbon and other light-absorbing impurities in snow across Northern China, 

J. Geophys. Res. Atmos., 118, 1471–1492, https://doi.org/10.1029/2012JD018291, 

2013. 

 

Minor Comments: 

Line 43. “various salts . . . cause enhanced surface heat absorption”. Which salts do 

you mean? Most salts are non-absorptive at UV, visible, and near-infrared 

wavelengths. 

Author response: Yes, you are right, here we delete the salts, as salts in atmosphere 

mainly influence the radiative forcing through salt-coating to BC/OC/dust, and also its 

hygroscopicity, which actually decrease the heat absorption (Li et al., 2014; Dong et 

al., 2017).  See Line 46 in the revised manuscript.  

Line 51. Delete “et al” 

Author response: Yes, we deleted. Should be (Qiu, 2008) 

Line 54. Anesio et al 2009 is missing from the reference list. Kaspari et al 2011 is also 

missing. 



Author response: yes, we have added the references to the reference list in the 

revision. 

Anesio, A.M., Hodson, A.J., Fritz, A., et al., 2009. High microbial activity on glaciers: 

importance to the global carbon cycle. Global Change Biol. 15, 955-960. 

doi: 10.1111/j.1365-2486.2008.01758.x.  

Kaspari, S.D., Schwikowski, M., Gysel, M., et al., 2011. Recent increase in black 

carbon concentrations from a Mt. Everest ice core spanning 1860-2000 AD. Geophys. 

Res. Lett. 38, L04703 (2011).  

Line 55. Xu et al. is missing from the reference list. 

Author response: yes, we have added the reference to the reference list: 

Xu, B., et al. 2009. Black soot and the survival of Tibetan glaciers, Proc. Natl. Acad. 

Sci. U.S.A., 106(52), 22,114–22,118, doi:10.1073/pnas.0910444106. 

Line 61. McConnell et al. 2007 is missing from the reference list. 

Author response: yes, we revised, delete the reference here.  

Line 74. Define TSP. 

Author response: yes, revised, total suspended particle (TSP).  

Line 105. Semeniuk et al. 2014 is missing from the reference list. 

Author response: yes, revised: 

Semeniuk, T.A., Bruintjes, R.T., Salazar, V., Breed, D.W., Jensen, T.L., Buseck, P.R., 

2014. Individual aerosol particles in ambient and updraft conditions below convective 

cloud bases in the Oman mountain region. J. Geophys. Res. Atmos. 119, 

http://dx.doi.org/ 10.1002/2013JD021165.  

Line 120. Please give the values of MD, BC, OC for each individual glacier. Put them 

in Table 1. 

Author response: Thank you for the suggestion, we have provided the general 

average mass concentration of BC, OC, dust of snowpack and glaciers in the region as 

shown in the method section. Besides, the number concentration to the mineral dust, 

BC and OC based on TEM-EDX measurement has also been shown in the Figure 3.  

Line 169. “Previous work”. Give a reference. 

Author response: yes, revised, we add the reference here of (Peng et al., 2016; Yan 

et al., 2016). See revised Line 251.  

Table 1. The altitude for DF is given as 390 m. Probably you mean 3900 m.  

Author response: yes, it is a mistake, and revised. See Table 1. 

Table 1. Add three more columns, giving the concentrations of BC, OC, MD in the 

http://dx.doi.org/


surface snow of each glacier.  

Author response: we appreciate your suggestion; we have provided the general 

average mass concentration of BC, OC, dust of snowpack and glaciers in the region as 

shown in the method section. Besides, the number concentration to the mineral dust, 

BC and OC based on TEM-EDX measurement has also been shown in the Figure 3. 

Line 398 (Figure 2 caption) “nitrates”. The legends in Figures 2 and 6 say nitrite not 

nitrate. 

Author response: yes, we revised the Figures 2, 3 and 6. Here it should be nitrates in 

this work.  

Line 400 (Figure 3 caption). “snow and ice”. Which of the ten sites were snow; which 

sites were ice?  

Author response: yes, we revised. It should be the glacier and snowpack surface here, 

not exactly ice. We have described in the sampling section about glaciers and 

snowpack for the surface distributed impurities sampling. Here we revise to:  

Comparison of individual particles’ compositions of light-absorbing impurities in the 

(a) atmosphere and (b) glacier and snowpack surface in the northeast Tibetan 

Plateau…(See revised Figure 3 caption in Line 518.)   

Line 414 (Figure 8 caption) “mineral dust particles”. No particles in Figure 8 are 

labeled as mineral dust. 

Author response: yes, we revised. We delete the “mineral dust particles” in the 

caption.  

Figure 2. Labels on the scale bars are illegible. Increase the font size. 

Author response: yes, we revised to make it clear now. See revised Figure 2.  



 

Figure 2 Component types of individual haze particles in northwest China. Based on the 

above microscope observation, aerosols were classified into seven type components: NaCl 

salt, mineral dust, fly ash, BC (soot), sulfates, nitrates, and organic matter. 

Figure 10. The vertical axes for the three graphs should all use the same scale, for 

easy comparison by the reader. 

Author response: yes, we revised. See the revised Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10 Average conditions of single, internally and externally mixed BC/OM individual 



particles in the snowpack of northeast Tibetan Plateau glaciers, showing most of the BC/OM 

with diameter >1 µm in internally mixing conditions.  

Figure 10 legend. change “Mixted” to “Mixed”.  

Author response: yes, we revised. 

Figure 12. The listed values for broadband albedo have too many significant figures. 

For example change “0.29774863” to “0.30”. 

Author response: yes, we revised. See revised Figure 11, as we change the order of 

the Figure 11 and 12.  

 

 

Response to # Reviewer 2,  

M. Dumont (Referee), marie.dumont@meteo.fr 

2# Review of “Variability in individual particle structure and mixing 

states between glacier snowpack and atmosphere interface in the 

northeast Tibetan Plateau” by Dong et al.  

Summary 

This paper presents a dataset that explores the physical and chemical properties of 

light absorbing particles (LAPs) in the atmosphere and in the surface snowpack at 

several places in the Tibetan Plateau. Observations from TEM and EDW 

measurements are described. A tentative scheme to explain the observations is 

proposed along with an assessment of the changes in radiative impact. 

Recommendations 

This is a really interesting, rich and fascinating dataset, the conclusions drawn by the 

authors are of importance for a large community and may help reconciling current 

discrepancies between measured RF of LAP in snow and chemical content 

measurements. However the paper suffers from several flaws that need, in my opinion, 

to be corrected before the paper can be published as described in my specific 

comments below. 

Author response: Thank you for all the positive comments and suggestions. We have 

revised the manuscript very carefully based on your review comments.   

Specific comments 

1/ My first major comment is that the data and methods description lack a lot of 

details that are essential for the reader to understand correctly the results and 

conclusion of the paper: 

• lines 84-101 : Please provide more details on how the sampling was performed. 

The snow samples are taken at the same time of the atmospheric sampling? What is 



the volume? To which snowpack depth does it correspond? 

Author response: we revised by providing more details of sampling, and 

glacier/snowpack surface samples were collected on the glacier/snowpack surface 

(with 5 cm snow depth, each sampled for 200 mL) for comparison with the 

atmospheric deposition process, and the snow samples are taken at the same time of 

the atmospheric aerosol sampling, see revised Line 104-123:   

During the fieldwork sampling, we used the middle-volume-sampler (DKL-2 with a 

flow rate of 150 L/min) for TEM filter sampling in this study, with a flow rate of 1 L 

min
−1

 were used for TSP filter sampling in our study, by a single-stage cascade 

impactor with a 0.5 mm diameter jet nozzle and an airflow rate of 1.0 L min
-1

. Each 

sample was collected with 1 hour duration. After collection, sample was placed in a 

sealed dry plastic tube and stored in a desiccator at 25°C and 20±3% RH to minimize 

exposure to ambient air before analysis, and particle smaller than 0.5 mm can be 

collected efficiently by the instruments. In total, 80 aerosol samples were collected 

directly on the calcium-coated carbon (Ca-C) grid filter. Additionally, 88 

glacier/snowpack surface samples were collected on the glacier/snowpack surface 

(with 5 cm snow depth, each sampled for 200 mL) for comparison with the deposition 

process, and the snow samples are taken at the same time of the atmospheric aerosol 

sampling. The detailed aerosol/snow sampling method is similar to the previous study 

in Dong et al. (2016, 2017). The information on sampling location, time period and 

aerosol/snow sample number are shown in Table 1. Snow samples were collected at 

different elevations along the glacier surfaces of the study. Pre-cleaned low-density 

polyethylene (LDPE) bottles (Thermo scientific), stainless steel shovel, and 

super-clean clothes were used for the glacier/snowpack surface-snow sample 

collection. All samples were kept frozen until they were transported to the lab for 

analysis.  

• Lines 102-114 : Though the measurements methods are described in some other 

references, it would be very useful to add here the main concept, uncertainties and 

limitations.  

Author response: Yes, we have revised. See the revised manuscript Line 130-146:   

The analyses involved conventional and high-resolution imaging using bright field 

mode, electron diffraction (Semeniuk et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014), and 

energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry. A qualitative survey of grids was undertaken 

to assess the size and compositional range of particles and to select areas for more 

detailed quantitative work that were representative of the entire sample. This selection 

ensured that despite the small percentage of particles analyzed quantitatively, our 

results were consistent with the qualitative survey of the larger particle population on 

each grid. Quantitative information on size, shape, composition, speciation, mixing 

state, and physical state was collected for a limited set of stable particles. Volatile 

particles, including nitrate, nitrite, and ammonium sulfate, though not stable under the 

electron beam, can be detected on EDX at low beam intensity. EDX spectra were 

collected for 15 s in order to minimize radiation exposure and potential beam damage. 



All stable particles with sizes 20 nm to 35 um were analyzed within representative 

grid mesh squares located near the center of the grid. Grid squares with moderate 

particle loadings were selected for study to preclude the possibility of overlap or 

aggregation of particles on the grid after sampling. The use of Ca-C grids resulted in 

clear and unprecedented physical and chemical information for the individual particle 

types.  

 

• Lines 115-124 : See comments 4 

Author Response: Yes, we revised the issue. See the response to comments 4 

 

• Results and Discussion : 

◦ Whenever it’s possible (description of Figures 3, 5, 7, 9 and 10) please quantify the 

mean and std differences between the snow samples and the atmospheric samples 

Author response: Yes, thank you for suggestion; we revised through quantifying the 

mean and SD differences between the snow samples and the atmospheric samples in 

the revised manuscript as shown below.  

which indicates the LAPs composition in atmosphere of various locations as BC 

(mean percentage of 18.3%, standard deviation (SD) 2.58), OC (28.2%, SD 3.49), 

NaCl (11%, SD 2.58), Sulfate (17%, SD 3.49); Ammonium (4.8%, SD 3.01), Nitrate 

(7%, SD 2.83), Mineral dust (13.7%, SD 3.02), whereas the LAPs composition in 

glacier/snowpack surface as: BC (mean 21.3%, SD 2.49), OC (31.2%, SD 2.44), NaCl 

(16.2%, SD 3.12), Sulfate (6.8%, SD 1.32), Ammonium (2%, SD 0.81), Nitrate (3.3%, 

SD 0.95), Mineral dust (19.2%, SD 2.9). (See revised manuscript Line 205-211).  

Figure 5 indicates that in atmosphere the composition ratio is as fresh BC (mean 

percentage of 29.7%, with SD 3.95), fresh OC (41.8%, 4.34), aged BC (9.8%, 4.02), 

and aged OC (18.7%, 4.11); while in the snow the composition ratio is as fresh BC 

(mean percentage of 8.4%, SD 2.71), fresh OC (17.7%, 4.42), aged BC (31.5%, 2.99), 

and aged OC (42.4%, 4.45). (See revised manuscript Line 259-263). 

In Figure 7, the salt-coated particles in atmosphere accounted for mean ratio 54.61% 

(with SD 12.02) in various locations, while that in snow of glacier/snowpack was 

18.59% (SD 7.04). (See revised manuscript Line 291-293).  

As shown in Figure 9, the internally mixed particles of BC in atmosphere accounted 

for mean ratio 4.68% (with SD 3.07) in various locations, whereas that in snow of 

glacier/snowpack was 14.85% (SD 4.93). (See revised manuscript Line 305-308).  

In Figure 10, the mixings states of BC/OC in the glacier/snowpack snow of northeast 

Tibetan Plateau showed that the internally, single and externally mixed BC/OC 

individual particles account for mean ratio of 69.2% (22.5), 5,35(1.72), and  25.95% 

(with SD 22.4), respectively. (See revised manuscript Line 315-318). 



◦ Figures 2, 4 and 8 : How was the classification performed? Please explain in the 

methods part. 

Author Response: We add a supplementary material for explaining the classification 

of each kind individual aerosol particles. Please see Table S1 in the revised 

manuscript.  

Classification criteria of sampled particle types, mixing states and their possible 

sources in the snow/atmosphere samples were indicated in Table S1. (See Line 

203-204 in the revised manuscript) 

Table S1 Classification criteria of sampled particle types, mixing states and their 

possible sources in the snow/atmosphere samples 

Particle 

types 

Featured element 

composition  

Mixing properties  Sources  References 

Mineral dust  Si, Al, Fe, Ca, Mg-rich, such as 

clay, quartz, feldspar, albite, 

with minor calcite, and other 

oxides.  

Reacted minerals aggregated with 

soot and salt (MCS, nitrite, etc.). 

Desert sand and crustal surface 

soil.   

Shao et al., 2007 

Laskin et al., 2005 

Dong et al., 2017;  

 

Soot (BC)  C (dominant) and O-rich.  C-rich materials mixed with 

organic, S, and K-rich particles. 

Fossil fuels and biomass burning.  Li et al., 2014 

 

Fly ash Si, Al, Fe, S, and Ti-rich. Fly ash mixed with salt (NaCl, 

sulfate), metals (Fe2O3, MnO2), 

silicate containing minor Fe, Mn, 

Ti and other metals.   

Coal-fired power plants, heavy 

industries, and oil refinery.   

Shi et al., 2003 

Li et al., 2014 

 

Organic 

matter 

C (dominant), O, Si-rich, and 

regular spherical organic 

particles.  

Mixed with mineral, S-rich and 

K-rich pollutants particles.  

Biological particle, fossil fuels 

and biomass burning. 

Hand et al., 2005;  

Chakrabarty et al., 2006 

Sulfate S- (dominant) rich and mixing 

sulfate cation (K, Ca, Na, and 

Mg). 

Mixed cation sulfate, (HN4)2SO4, 

and often coated with mineral, 

soot, and organic particles.  

Fossil fuels emission and 

secondary particles formed by 

SO2 and NOx.  

Li et al., 2014 

Li and Shao, 2009b 

Niemi et al., 2006; 

Nitrite  N (dominant), O, K, and 

Na-rich.  

Coated and mixed with other type 

particles (sulfate, mineral, soot, 

and organic). 

Fossil fuels and secondary 

particles formed by NOx.  

 

Niemi et al., 2006  

Adachi and Buseck, 

2008 

NaCl NaCl rich salt.  Cubic NaCl particle, often coated 

by NaNO3 and Na2SO4. 

Sea salt from the Indian Ocean 

and other seas, salt from arid dust 

regions. 

Li et al., 2014 

Vester et al.,2007 

Ammonium  (HN4)2SO4 and (HN4)2NO3. Mixed with MCS, nitrite and 

minerals.  

Fossil fuels and secondary 

particles formed NH3. 

Li et al., 2014 

 

 

◦ Line 161/162 : Why are a-d representative of atmosphere? And e-h of snow? 



Author response: we have revised to make the sentence clear: 

Figure 4a-4d is the representative particles of fresh BC/OM with fractal morphology 

and large amount in atmosphere, whereas Figure 4e-4h is the representative particles 

of aged BC/OM with aggregated spherical morphology in the glacier/snowpack 

surface. (See revised manuscript Line 240-243)  

◦ Lines 195-197: easily? Please explain how (in the methods part), and add a 

reference. 

Author response: We revised to explain the reason for salt-coating easily observation 

in TEM, as:  

Using TEM-EDX microscope measurements, we can also easily derive the 

salt-coating conditions based on the advantage of the transmission observation to 

obtain individual particle inside-structure (Li et al., 2014). Particle (e.g. BC, OM) 

with salt coating will appear clearly surrounded by various salts shell and with the 

BC/OM particle as core (see revised manuscript Line 146-150).  

Thus we also delete the similar sentence in section 3.3.  

2/ LAI is misleading (it also means Leaf Area Index). I would personally prefer the 

use of Light Absorbing Particles (LAPs) instead.  

Author response: yes, good suggestion, we revised LAI to Light Absorbing Particles 

(LAPs) throughout the revised manuscript.  

3/ The English is sometimes really difficult to understand and ambiguous. Though I 

am not a native English speaker, I would recommend a correction by a native English 

speaker.  

Author response: yes, we have revised carefully throughout the manuscript, and also 

improved the English language by Elsevier language editing service.  

4/ The RF change assessment is not detailed enough. 

Line 118-124, please describe again the conditions and parameters used in the 

simulations. It is required here even if it has been described previously in another 

paper. Why were such contents selected for the simulation?  

Author response: yes, we have revised. See revised Line 158-192 in the revised 

manuscript.  

We also simulated the albedo change contributed by individual particle mixing states’ 

variability of LAPs. The SNICAR model can be used to simulate the albedo of 

snowpack by the combination of the impurity of the contents (e.g., BC, dust and 

volcanic ash), snow effective grain size, and incident solar flux parameters (Flanner et 

al., 2007). In the SNICAR model, the effective grain sizes of snow were derived from 

the stratigraphy and ranged from 100 μm for fresh clean snow to 1500 μm for aged 

snow and granular ice. The model was run with low, central, and high grain size for 

each snow type to account for the uncertainties in the observed snow grain sizes. 

Snow density varied with crystal size, shape, and the degree of rimming. The snow 

density data used in the SNICAR model are summarized with low-, central-, and 



high-density scenarios for the model runs based on a series observations in the TP and 

previous literatures (Judson and Doesken, 2000; Sjögren et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 

2018). In the model simulation, mineral dust (93.2±27.05 μg/g), BC (1517±626 μg/kg) 

and OC (974±197 μg/kg) average concentration data, as well as other parameters, 

such as effective grain size, snow density, solar zenith angle, and snow depth on the 

glaciers, are considered, and mass absorption cross-sections (MAC) for salt-coated 

BC is referred to the average situation derived from the northern Tibetan Plateau 

glaciers (Zhang et al., 2017, 2018; Yan et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2013). Though 

showing high level, the BC concentration data used in this study is comparable to the 

previous work results derived from ice core (Ming et al., 2008), with relatively much 

higher average elevation in Everest (its deposition site elevation 6500 m compared to 

2900-4750 m a.s.l. of northeast Tibetan Plateau glacier sampling sites) and lower 

atmospheric BC concentration. While in this work we mainly focus on LAPs (BC, OC, 

mineral and others) in the glaciers and snowpacks for the surface distributed 

impurities, which is often accumulated in summer with surface melting and with 

higher BC concentration.  

When running the SNICAR model, BC was assumed to be coated or non-coated with 

sulfate (Flanner et al., 2007; Qu et al., 2014), or other salts. The mass absorption cross 

section (MAC) is an input parameter for the SNICAR model; it is commonly assumed 

to be 7.5 m
2 

/g at 550 nm for uncoated BC particles (Bond et al., 2013). For 

sulfate-coated BC particles, the MAC scaling factor was set to be 1 m
2 
/g, following 

Qu et al. (2014) and Wang et al. (2015). Other impurities (such as volcanic ash) were 

set to zero. In terms of the albedo calculation, RF due to BC and dust can be obtained 

by using Eq. (Kaspari et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015): 

• Line 277-287, first describe the figure and the input for the different simulations. 

The difference in inputs is really difficult to guess  

Author response: Yes, we have revised. See the revised last Results- section, 

revised manuscript Line 328-337.  

Figure 12 showed the evaluation of snow albedo change of BC-salt coating change in 

the snowpack compared with that in atmosphere using SNICAR model simulation in 

the MG, YG, QG, showing the albedo change of snow surface impurities in snowpack 

compared to that of the atmosphere. The parameters input for SNICAR model have 

been described in the method section. Mineral dust, BC and OC average concentration 

data, as well as other parameters, such as effective grain size, snow density, solar 

zenith angle, and snow depth on the glaciers, and MAC for BC were referred from the 

average situation in previous work of the northern Tibetan Plateau glaciers (Zhang et 

al., 2017, 2018; Yan et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2013).  

Also see the revised Method section: Line 158-176, L185-196. We described the 

detailed input parameters for the model simulations for the LAPs in glacier 



snow. 

We also simulated the albedo change contributed by individual particle mixing states’ 

variability of LAPs. The SNICAR model can be used to simulate the albedo of 

snowpack by the combination of the impurity of the contents (e.g., BC, dust and 

volcanic ash), snow effective grain size, and incident solar flux parameters (Flanner et 

al., 2007). In this work, we use the online SNICAR model 

(http://snow.engin.umich.edu/). In the SNICAR model, the effective grain sizes of 

snow were derived from the stratigraphy and ranged from 100 μm for fresh clean 

snow to 1500 μm for aged snow and granular ice. The model was run with low, 

central, and high grain size for each snow type to account for the uncertainties in the 

observed snow grain sizes. Snow density varied with crystal size, shape, and the 

degree of rimming. The snow density data used in the SNICAR model are 

summarized with low-, central-, and high-density scenarios for the model runs based 

on a series observations in the Tibetan Plateau and previous literatures (Judson and 

Doesken, 2000; Sjögren et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2018). In the model simulation, 

mineral dust (93.2±27.05 μg/g), BC (1517±626 μg/kg) and OC (974±197 μg/kg) 

average concentration data, as well as other parameters, such as effective grain size, 

snow density, solar zenith angle and snow depth on the glaciers were all considered; 

The mass absorption cross-sections (MAC) for salt-coated BC was referred to the 

average situation derived from the northern Tibetan Plateau glaciers (Zhang et al., 

2017, 2018; Yan et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2013).  

When running the SNICAR model, BC/OM was assumed to be coated or non-coated 

with sulfate (Flanner et al., 2007; Qu et al., 2014), or other salts. The mass absorption 

cross section (MAC) is an input parameter for the SNICAR model; it is commonly 

assumed to be 7.5 m
2 
/g at 550 nm for uncoated BC particles (Bond et al., 2013). For 

salt-coated BC particles, the MAC scaling factor was set to be 1 m
2 
/g, following Qu 

et al. (2014) and Wang et al. (2015). Other impurities (such as volcanic ash) were set 

to zero. In terms of the albedo calculation, the BC and dust radiative forcing (RF) can 

be obtained by using equation (1) (Kaspari et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015): 

5/ Overall, I think the methods and data part should be largely extended to describe in 

details all the methods used in the results part. In the results part, each Figure should 

be described first and then discussed or commented. The reading is really confusing 

otherwise. 



Author response: Yes, we have revised according to your suggestion. Also see the 

detailed response to the above related issues.  

 

Minor comments 

Table 1 – Some spaces are missing (Sampling dates column) 

Author response: Yes, we revised. See revised Table 1. 

Line 12 – “Aerosol impurities” this is quite redundant. Aerosols may be sufficient 

Author response: Yes, we revised. “Aerosol impurities” to “aerosols”.  

Line 14 - “significantly varied” → will cause significant changes in radiative forcing 

Author response: Yes, we revised.  

Everywhere: “glacier/snowpack” what do you exactly mean? The snowpack on the 

glacier? If yes, snowpack is probably sufficient. 

Author response: Yes, we revised. We revise to “glacier and snowpack surfaces” 

here, as here we mean both the glacier surface snow and snow cover/snowpack 

samples in the high areas.  

Line 110-114. I don’t understand this sentence. “Most” → please give a number. 

Author response: Yes, we revised. It is writing mistake here.  

Moreover, as the snow samples melting will affect the individual particle composition 

during the measurements, especially for various types of salts because the salt is 

unstable in high temperature (e.g. Ammonium and Nitrates) and will change, thus the 

snow/aerosol samples were directly observed under the TEM instrument and 

measured before it melted. All samples were measured in frozen states. (Line 152-157 

in the revised manuscript) 

Line 115: “evaluated” → simulated 

Author response: Yes, we revised.  

Line 160: into → onto 

Author response: Yes, we revised. 

 Lines 186: between the interfaces → between the snow and the atmosphere 

Author response: Yes, we revised.  

Line 186-188: very complicated and ambiguous sentence. 

Author response: Yes, we revised, as suggested by other reviewer the sentence is 

redundant with similar meaning of the previous sentence. Thus we delete the sentence 

here.  

 

# Reviewer 3, 



J.Â˘aL. Ward (Referee) 

jamiewa@umich.edu, Received and published: 13 October 2018 

 

Review of “Variability in individual particle structure and mixing states between 

the glacier snowpack and atmosphere interface in the northeast Tibetan Plateau” 

Dong et al., 2018.   

 

The authors clearly show that the morphology of carbonaceous, dust, and other 

aerosol varieties changes between the atmosphere and the snowpack at all of their 

sampling locations in the Tibetan Plateau region. Their findings could significantly 

improve aerosol parameterizations in climate modeling environments, so I believe 

that this study is scientifically important and well-motivated. I recommend this study 

for publication after major revisions. In my comments below, “L” means line. For 

example, L17 is “line 17”.  

Author response: Thank you for all the positive comments and suggestions. We have 

revised the manuscript very carefully based on your review comments.   

 

MINOR:  

General:  

When you state acronyms for the first time, you must also define them. Please define 

the following:  

• SNICAR: L28, L81.  

Author response: Yes, we revised: Single-layer implementation of the Snow, Ice, and 

Aerosol Radiation (SNICAR) model. See revised Line 84 in the revision.  

• TSP: L87   

Author response: total suspended particle (TSP), see revised Line 77 in the revised 

manuscript.   

• DKL-2: L96  

Author response: Here DKL is Dankeli in Chinese, which means individual particles. 

See revised Line 105 in the revision. 

• JEM-2100F: L106  

Author response: Japan Electron Microscope (JEM), See revised Line 129 in the 

revision. 

 

Introduction:  

After L82: the organization of the paper should be relayed to the readers here.  

Author response: Yes, we revised by adding the organization of the paper:  



We organized the paper as follows: In section 2, we provided detailed descriptions 

about data and method of individual aerosol particle sampling and analysis; and in 

section 3 we presented the observed results and discussion of: (i) comparison of LAPs 

components between atmosphere and snowpack interface; (ii) BC/OM particle aging 

variability between atmosphere and snowpack interface; (iii) changes in salt-coating 

conditions and BC/OM mixing states; (iv) particle mixing states variability and its 

contribution to light absorbing. In section 4, we concluded our results and also 

provided the future study objective for the community. (See the revised manuscript 

Line 86-94.) 

Methods:  

L84-L86: Are these analysis varieties for atmospheric aerosols, terrestrial aerosols, or 

both? It’s difficult to tell.  

Author response: Yes, this is about both atmospheric aerosols and also snowpack 

LAPs, as we indicated in this section:  

Atmospheric LAPs samples (TEM aerosol filter samples) and the glacier/snowpack 

surface distributed impurity samples were both collected across the northeastern 

Tibetan Plateau region in summer between June 2016 and September 2017. (Line 

98-100 in the revised manuscript)  

Ca-C grids were used as filters with the advantage of clear and unprecedented 

observation for single-particle analyses of aerosols and snowpack samples (Line 

125-127)  

L86-89: Is it possible for you to describe EDX, TSP, and TEM techniques in a couple 

of sentences? I’m a climate modeler, so I don’t know anything about these methods.  

Author response: Yes, thank you for the suggestion. We revised these methods with 

more description.  

TSP:  

During the fieldwork sampling, we used the middle-volume-sampler (DKL-2 with a 

flow rate of 150 L/min) for TEM filter sampling in this study, with a flow rate of 1 L 

min−1 were used for TSP filter sampling in our study, by a single-stage cascade 

impactor with a 0.5 mm diameter jet nozzle and an airflow rate of 1.0 L min-1. Each 

sample was collected with 1 hour duration. After collection, sample was placed in a 

sealed dry plastic tube and stored in a desiccator at 25°C and 20±3% RH to minimize 

exposure to ambient air before analysis, and particle smaller than 0.5 mm can be 

collected efficiently by the instruments. (Line 105-112 in the revised manuscript)  

TEM-EDX:  

A qualitative survey of grids was undertaken to assess the size and compositional 

range of particles and to select areas for more detailed quantitative work that were 

representative of the entire sample. This selection ensured that despite the small 

percentage of particles analyzed quantitatively, our results were consistent with the 

qualitative survey of the larger particle population on each grid. Quantitative 



information on size, shape, composition, speciation, mixing state, and physical state 

was collected for a limited set of stable particles. Some LAPs particles, including 

nitrate, nitrite, and ammonium sulfate, though not stable under the electron beam, can 

be well detected on EDX at low beam intensity. EDX spectra were collected for 15 s 

in order to minimize radiation exposure and potential beam damage. All stable 

particles with sizes 20 nm to 35 μm were analyzed within representative grid mesh 

squares located near the center of the grid. Grid squares with moderate particle 

loadings were selected for study to preclude the possibility of overlap or aggregation 

of particles on the grid after sampling. The use of Ca-C grids resulted in clear and 

unprecedented physical and chemical information for the individual particle types. 

Using TEM-EDX microscope measurements, we can also easily derive the 

salt-coating conditions based on the advantage of the transmission observation to 

obtain individual particle inside-structure. Particle (e.g. BC, OM) with salt coating 

will appear clearly surrounded by various salts shell and with the BC/OM particle as 

core. (Line 132-150 in the revised manuscript)  

L89-L93: Because you have listed out all of the sampling locations in Table 1, I do 

not think you need to list those locations here. In lieu of this list, just refer the readers 

to Table 1.  

Author response: Yes, we delete the details of the locations, and revised as: 

Figure 1 shows the sampling locations and their spatial distribution in the region, 

including locations in the eastern Tianshan Mountains, the Qilian Mountains, the 

Kunlun Mountain and the Hengduan Mountains, where large-range spatial scale 

observations were conducted (see Table 1). (Line 101-104 in the revised manuscript)  

L95: What do you mean by “large-range”? Does this range refer to distance, or does it 

refer to time (taking measurements over long time spans)? The term is vague and 

should be changed to allow for easier interpretation.  

Author response: Yes, we revised as: 

…where large-range spatial scale observations were conducted. (Line 104)  

L100-L101: When you say the sampling method is similar to the Dong et al., 2017 

study, do you use the same exact methods (are they identical?), or do you make small 

changes to these methods? If they are the exact same methods, you should say “the 

same as” instead of “similar to”. If the methods are indeed “similar” but not identical, 

how are they different?  

Author response: Yes, we used the same method with our previous study and we 

revise to:   

The aerosol/snow sampling method is also same to the previous study in Dong et al. 

(2016, 2017). The detailed information on sampling location, time period and 

aerosol/snow sample number are shown in Table 1. Snow samples were collected at 

different elevations along the glacier/snowpack surfaces of the study. Pre-cleaned 

low-density polyethylene (LDPE) bottles (Thermo scientific), stainless steel shovel, 



and super-clean clothes were used for the glacier/snowpack surface-snow sample 

collection. All samples were kept frozen until they were transported to the lab for 

analysis. (See revised Line 116-123 in the revised manuscript)  

L113-114: What happened with samples not measured in frozen states? Did anything 

change about the methods? Or were all of the samples measured in frozen states? If so, 

make sure this is stated clearly.  

Author response: Yes, we revised this as below:  

Moreover, as the snow samples melting will affect the individual particle composition 

during the measurements, especially for various types of salts because the salt is 

unstable in high temperature (e.g. Ammonium and Nitrates) and will change, thus the 

snow/aerosol samples were directly observed under the TEM instrument and 

measured before it melted. All samples were measured in frozen states. (See revised 

Line 152-157 in the revised manuscript). 

L120: ug/g should be changed to μg/g.  

Author response: Yes, we revised. See revised Line 170-171.  

 

Results:  

L148: Use of “Meanwhile” is misleading. Please rephrase.  

Author response: Yes, we revised to: Moreover  

L152, L230: LAIs should be LAI.  

Author response: thank you, we have revised the LAIs to LAPs throughout the paper, 

as light-absorbing particles (LAPs)  

L160-L162: You can delete the sentence starting with “Figure 4a-4d is representative 

of...” because this is mentioned in the caption for Figure 4.  

Author response: Yes, thank you, we keep the sentence for clarify here as another 

review suggested.  

L169-171: What previous work? Please cite this (these) reference (references) in this 

sentence.  

Author response: we added the references:  

Previous work has indicated the structure and mass absorption cross (MAC) section 

change of BC particles in the atmosphere (Peng et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2016). See 

revised manuscript Line 252.  

L176-178: Since this sentence is basically the same information that is provided in 

Figure 5’s caption, you can delete it.  



Author response: Yes, thank you, we keep the sentence for clarify here. As another 

reviewer suggest we describe the figure first in the text and then discuss. And it also 

will help to clarify. Thus we keep the sentence.  

L181-185: You stated that atmospheric BC/OM have higher ratios of fresh structure 

particles than the snowpack (L178-181). If this is what you are trying to say, you can 

delete the sentence starting with “We can demonstrate...”; If you are trying to provide 

the readers with another result, please revise this sentence to make it clearer.  

Author response: Yes, we deleted the sentence, see Line 267-273. 

The amount of aged particles in snowpack is 2-3 times higher than that in the 

atmosphere. In the atmosphere the BC/OM both showed high ratios of fresh structure 

particles (fractal morphology), while in the glacier/snowpack surface more particles 

indicated aged structure (spherical morphology), although there were a small portion 

of particles still fresh (Figure 5). The change proportion of BC/OM particle aging is 

very marked between the snow and the atmosphere. 

Radiative Forcing in other sections: either keep this information where it’s at and 

delete Section 3.4, or wait to mention the following until Section 3.4:  

Author response: Yes, we revise the radiative forcing to light absorbing, and heat 

absorbing here (see Line 273 and Line 275 in the revision). And we mainly discussed 

the radiative forcing influence in section 3.4.  

L188-192: You don’t need to discuss the Peng et al. article here (or the fact that 

BC/OM particle structure changes lead to changes in radiative forcing on cryospheric 

features). If you’re keeping 3.4, move this to section 3.4.  

Author response: Thank you for suggestion, here we delete “as shown in previous 

studies”, and keep the main words to show the environmental and climatic importance 

of the particle structure change. See revised Line 273-277 in the revised manuscript.  

L216-219: (starts with “...many particles without salt-coating...”) Move this to 3.4.  

Author response: Yes, we move the sentence to 350-353 in section 3.4, see the 

revised manuscript.  

L226, L236-L238: This discussion should be included in Section 3.4.  

Author response: Yes, we delete and move this to the 3.4 section. See Line 375-379 

in the revised manuscript.  

L196-197: What does “...on the advantage of the transmission micro-observation of 

the single particle structure” mean? This is unclear, so please revise the sentence to 

clearly depict what you are trying to say.  

Author response: Yes, We delete the sentence here and move to the method section: 

Using TEM-EDX microscope measurements, we can also easily derive the 

salt-coating conditions based on the advantage of the transmission observation to 



obtain individual particle inside-structure. Particle (e.g. BC, OM) with salt coating 

will appear clearly surrounded by various salts shell and with the BC/OM particle as 

core. (See Line 146-150 in the revised manuscript).  

L197-199: Add “(Figure 6)” to the end of the sentence, and delete the sentence 

starting with “Figure 6 demonstrates...”. The caption you have for Figure 6 provides 

the reader with this information. 

Author response: Yes, thank you. We add the Figure 6 to the end of the sentence. As 

another reviewer suggested that in the results part, each Figure should be described 

first and then discussed or commented, thus we also keep the sentence.  

L208-210: The sentence starting with “Figure 7 shows...” can be deleted since the 

caption for Figure 7 will provide the reader with this information. At the end of the 

previous sentence (L207-208), insert “(Figure 7)”.  

Author response: Yes, we add Figure 7 to the end of the sentence. Similarly, we also 

keep the sentence.  

L264: “previous modeling studies”; which ones? Please cite the relevant sources in 

the document.   

Author response: Yes, we add the references: 

Internally mixed particles of BC/OM have showed the strongest light absorption in 

previous modeling studies (Cappa et al., 2012; Jacobson et al., 2000). (see Line 

370-371 in the revised manuscript) 

L265: “cell” (in phrase “cell core”) is unclear. Do you mean “particle”?  

Author response: Yes, cell here means “cell particle” with organic matter coating. 

We revise to: BC acts as a cell-core particle. (Line 371 in the revised manuscript)  

L266-269: This is awkward and should be rewritten. State the studies you reference at 

the beginning of the sentence. Do all of the sources provide the same exact forcing 

values you cite? If not, provide the trends that the authors of all of the studies find 

between external and internal mixing. If the authors have markedly different results 

for internal versus external mixtures, their findings should be discussed in multiple 

sentences.  

Author response: Yes, we revised as below: 

In previous study the mixing state was found to affect the BC global direct forcing by 

a factor of 2.9 (0.27 Wm
-2

 for an external mixture, +0.54 Wm
-2

 for BC as a coated 

core, and +0.78 Wm
-2

 for BC as well mixed internally) (Jacobson, 2000), and that the 

mixing state and direct forcing of the black-carbon component approach those of an 

internal mixture, largely due to coagulation and growth of aerosol particles (Jacobson 

et al., 2001), and also found radiative absorption enhancements due to the mixing 

state of BC as indicated in Cappa et al. (2012) and He et al.(2015). (See revised Line 

372-379).  



L269, L275: What do you mean by “heat-absorbing”? Would it be clearer to say 

“light-absorbing” instead?  

Author response: Yes, we revised to light-absorbing in the revised manuscript.  

L278-281: You’re discussing the methods you use for SNICAR in a results section. 

This sentence should be part of the methods, not the results. Also, see below in the 

MAJOR revisions section for other questions I have regarding your SNICAR work.  

Author response: Yes, that is right. Here we just provide the description and to 

clarify its relation with the LAPs particle in this work. Please also see the related 

response in the below issue.  

Conclusions:  

L300-302: If you keep Figure 11, either mention it in this sentence or delete “A 

schematic model diagram” and talk about how all of your results tie together.  

Author response: Yes, we keep the Figure 12 (the original Figure 11, as we revise the 

figure order) in the revised manuscript to describe the change and give a total model 

of this work, thus we revised to:  

A schematic model diagram shown in the figure linking the explanation the LAPs’ 

structure aging and salt-coating change and comparing their influences to the radiative 

forcing between the atmosphere and glacier snowpack was presented in the study. The 

LAPs in glacier/snowpack will change to more aged and internally mixed states 

compared to that of atmosphere. Thus, the light absorption of the LAPs as a whole 

will increase greatly in glacier snowpack environments. (Line 400-405 in the revised 

manuscript)  

L308-309: (“...the model...”) you mean SNICAR, correct? If so, write SNICAR 

instead of “the model”.  

Author response: Yes, we revised to the SNICAR modeling. See the revised 

manuscript.  

Figures and Tables:  

Overall, I found the table and figures to be quite illustrative of your findings. Minor 

fixes/comments are listed below:  

Figure 1: I recommend that the font color marking each sampling location be changed 

from black to white since black blends in with the topographical coloring scheme.  

Author response: Yes, we revised. See revised Figure 1.  



 

Figure 1 Location map showing the sampled glaciers and snowpack in the northeast Tibetan 

Plateau, including the Miaoergou Glacier (MG), Laohugou Glacier No.12 (LG12), Qiyi 

Glacier (QG), Lenglongling Glacier (LG), Shiyi Glacier (SG), Dabanshan snowpack (DS), 

Yuzhufeng Glacier (YG), Gannan Snowpack (GS), Dagu Glacier (DG), and Hailuogou 

Glacier (HG), where large-range field observations of atmosphere and glacier surface 

impurities were conducted. 

 

Figure 2: Does “mineral” mean dust in your microscopic images? If so, call it “dust” 

for clarity.  

Author response: Yes, thank you. Mineral means mineral dust here, as mineral is 

more correct here for the LAPs components analysis in the TEM-EDX measurement, 

and dust may contain mineral dust and anthropologic source dust, thus we keep as 

mineral in this figure. And we revise in the caption to mineral dust.   

Figure 3: Is the photo (part c) really necessary? It seems like this would be something 

eye-catching for a presentation, but it doesn’t really demonstrate any of your results.  

Author response: Yes, we here use the photo to present the large range snow-cover 

environment in the northeast Tibetan Plateau region; thereby it is important to the 

radiative forcing and climate with the LAPs deposition in the snowpack from 

atmosphere.   

Figure 4: The caption (L406) lists “Figures 3a-3d” and “Figures 3e-3h”. These should 

be changed to “Figures 4a-4d” and “Figures 4e-4h”, respectively.  



Author response: Yes, it is a mistake, we revised. See revised Figure 4 caption.  

Figure 5: Replace “Structure” with “LAI” (or something similar) in the caption 

(L408). “Structure” is a little ambiguous. Is part (a) the atmosphere and part (b) the 

snowpack? Revise your caption to show this.  

Author response: Yes, we revised to LAPs here. See the revised Figure 5 caption: 

Figure 5 LAPs aging of BC/OC individual impurity particles and composition ratio 

(%) change during the deposition process from the atmosphere to glacier snowpack, 

in the figure (a) is the atmosphere, and (b) is the snowpack.  

Figure 8: (Caption) put a period at the end of the caption. Please label the panels.  

Author response: Yes, we revised; see revised Figure 8 and caption.  

 

Figure 8 Internal mixing states of BC (soot) and OM in the various glacier snowpack 

in northeast Tibetan Plateau in summer 2016-2017 

Figure 9: (Caption) put a period at the end of the caption.  

Author response: Yes, we revised. Figure 9 The proportion change of internally 

mixed BC particle with other particles，showing the obvious increase of internally 

mixed BC/OM in glacier snowpack compared with those in the atmosphere in 

summer 2016-2017 



Figure 10: In the text, you refer to particle sizes on the order in MICROMETERS. In 

the figure, you use NANOMETERS (on the x-axis). Please be consistent; either 

change the figure to match to main text, or change the units you list in the main text.  

Also, the secondary y-axes on the right-hand side of the plot are color-coated to match 

mixing state, correct? Is it possible to redo either the axes or lines in the plot so that 

the colors more clearly match with the corresponding axes?  

Author response: Yes, we revised to micrometer (µm). We have checked the y-axis, 

and make it to one y-axis in the revised figure. Please see revised Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10 Average conditions of single, internally and externally mixed BC/OM 

individual particles in the snowpack of northeast Tibetan Plateau glaciers, showing 

most of the BC/OM with diameter >1 µm in internally mixing conditions.  

 

Figure 11: See my notes in the “Major Revisions” section below.  

Author response: yes, revised. See the response to the section.  

Figure 12: I think it would be more readable if the “Broadband Snow Albedo” values 

listed in the body of each plot are rounded to two decimal places. Also, please label 

each panel.  

Author response: Yes, we revised. As we change the order of Figure 11 and Figure 

12 in the revised manuscript, thus see revised Figure 11. 



 

Figure 11 Evaluation of snow albedo change of BC-salt coating change in the 

snowpack compared with atmosphere using SNICAR model simulation in the MG (a, 

b), YG (c, d), LG 12 (e, f), which shows the largely decreased albedo of snow surface 

impurities in snowpack compared to that of the atmosphere, implying markedly 

enhanced radiative forcing in the snowpack surface impurities.  

 

MAJOR:  

General:  

There are some grammatical errors that need to be addressed in this paper. The 

foremost issue I have found pertains to sentence structure. There are many instances 

of run-on sentences that can be split into multiple sentences and restructured. 

Examples of run-on sentences can be found in L15-L19, L22-25, L71-L79, and 

L120-L124. This list is not exhaustive, though, so you should check the entire 

manuscript (including figure captions) to find other grammatical errors.  

Author response: Yes, we have checked and revised very carefully all the 

grammatical errors throughout the manuscript.  

Methods:  

Which SNICAR configuration are you using? Are you using the online version? Or 

are you incorporating it into a climate model configuration? Please describe this in 

your methods section with 1-2 additional sentences.  

Author response: yes, thank you. We here used the online SNICAR model, we 



revised: In this work we use the online SNICSR model (http://snow.engin.umich.edu/). 

(Line 162-163 in the revised manuscript)  

Results:  

Section 3.1 (shorter title would also be preferred): Is this supposed to be a summary of 

all of your findings? It is difficult to follow.  

Based on the title of the section, I think you should focus on the morphology of the 

particles. The reasons why the changes in particle morphology between the snow and 

atmosphere should be discussed in later sections. You could mention that these 

changes in morphology and structure lead to changes in radiative forcing, but that 

such impacts will be discussed in a later section.  

Author response: Yes, thank you, this section mainly focuses on the morphology and 

components of the particles, and also its change between the atmosphere and snow. 

Thus we revise to make the title shorter as “3.1 Comparison of LAPs Components 

between Atmosphere and Snowpack Interface”.  

As we have revised the subtitles and arrange the contents in section 3 as following: (i) 

comparison of LAPs components between atmosphere and snowpack interface; (ii) 

BC/OM particle aging variability between atmosphere and snowpack interface; (iii) 

changes in salt-coating conditions and BC/OM mixing states; (iv) particle mixing 

states variability and its contribution to light absorbing. Thus this section 3.1 will be 

the main description of LAPs components and its change between the atmosphere and 

snow interface, and also its related reason for the variability, which is a general 

components situation of LAPs in snow and atmosphere. The next following 3 parts 

(3.2, 3.3, and 3.4) are mainly about the particle aging, salt coating and its radiative 

influence, respectively.  

We also revised to clarify that the influence of such change will be discussed in later 

section in the revised manuscript: The change in morphology and structure will 

undoubtedly cause a significant variability of impurities’ heat absorbing property in 

both the atmosphere and the glacier/snowpack surface, and such impacts will be 

discussed in a later section. (Line 226-228 in the revised manuscript)  

L151: What does “aerosol change processes” mean? This is confusing phrasing that 

should be changed.  I interpret “aerosol change processes” as the changes in 

morphology and structure observed between aerosol species in the snow and in the 

atmosphere. If my interpretation is incorrect, what does “aerosol change processes” 

mean? Can you describe what information you are trying to relay here?   If my 

interpretation is correct, it seems as if you are saying that changes in morphology and 

structure (mostly through snow-based deposition) lead to large variability of 

individual LAI particle structures and morphology. This is redundant and need not be 

mentioned. If I am incorrect, then this sentence needs to be rewritten.  

Author response: yes, thank you, we revised the sentence as below:  

http://snow.engin.umich.edu/).%20(Line
http://snow.engin.umich.edu/).%20(Line


Aerosol LAPs change during the atmospheric transport and deposition processes 

(especially through wet deposition with precipitating-snow) will mainly lead to large 

variability of individual particle’s structure and morphology. (See revised Line 

231-233)  

Section 3.2 (Again, the section title should be shorter) and Section 3.3  

In the following instances, you are restating findings that have been previously 

discussed. Take one of the following steps: 1) If you are trying to say something new, 

rewrite the sentences, 2) If you are reiterating the point that is previously discussed, 

either a) delete the sentence (redundancy is not necessary) or justify why you want to 

restate this particular finding.    

L186-188: What are you trying to say? Are you stating that dominantly fresh particles 

transitioned to aged particles from the atmosphere to the snow within the interface?  

Author response: yes, it is really somehow repetition and redundant, with similar 

meaning as the previous sentence. Thus we delete the sentence here in the revised 

manuscript.  

L212-214: Are you trying to say something new about salt coating of LAIs in the 

snowpack? If so, what information are you trying to provide to the reader?  

Author response: yes, thank you, it is also redundant, with similar meaning as the 

previous sentence. Thus we delete the sentence here in the revised manuscript.  

Section 3.4: In the section heading, delete “Discussion of”.  

Author response: yes, we delete and change the title to: “3.4 Particle Mixing States 

Variability and Its Contribution to Light Absorbing. ” 

L241-243; L251-253: You’ve already stated these findings in previous sections. Since 

both of these findings are referenced to Figure 11, do you really need to include 

Figure 11 in the manuscript? In my mind, Figure 11 is not necessary for reader 

comprehension. Please justify why you wish to keep Figure 11 or delete it.  

Author response: Yes, we here presented the Figure 11 to show the schematic 

diagram model for the explanation of the particle structure aging and salt-coating 

changes, and a comparison of its influence to the radiative forcing, which is a 

synthesis of the study to reveal the individual LAPs change between the two kinds of 

medium (snow and atmosphere), and its final influence to the radiative and climate 

change. Thus we think it is very helpful to interpret visually the thesis of this work. 

We also revised the Figure 11 to make this point clearer. Please also see the revised 

Figure 12 (please notice that the figure order changes in the revision).  



 

Figure 12 Schematic diagram linking aging and salt coating change and comparing its 

influence to the radiative forcing between the atmosphere and snowpack of a remote 

glacier basin, causing markedly enhanced heat absorption. 

 

The discussion of your SNICAR-based findings (L277-287) should be at the 

beginning of this section. The first two paragraphs depict how your findings from 

previous sections match up with the literature, and what the literature suggests about 

how these findings will affect radiative forcing. Instead, use this information to justify 

why your SNICAR radiative forcing results make sense.  

Author response: Yes, that is good suggestion; we have revised the order of Figure 

11 and Figure 12. And the discussion order of SNICAR modeling and the general 

Schematic diagram were also changed in the revised manuscript. See revised Section 

3.4.  

L283-L287: Although albedo reduction does imply positive radiative forcing, it would 

be convenient for readers to have access to calculated radiative forcing values 

(especially since this section is dedicated to radiative forcing). I feel like this section 

is more of an afterthought (as it is currently written). However, the implications of 

morphology on snowmelt in the Tibetan Plateau region are important are directly 

related to your radiative forcing calculations. To better wrap up your findings, I think 

that the information you provide in this section should pertain more to your own 

calculations and less to the calculations of other authors.  

Author response: Yes, good suggestion. We revised this section as you suggested and 

evaluated the radiative forcing based on the albedo calculation, and revised the 

manuscript as below:  

Based on the LAPs salt-coating-induced albedo changes, RF was calculated by 

equation (1) for the different scenarios. The results show that the RF caused by salt 

coating changes, varied between 1.6–26.3 W m
2
 depending on the different scenarios 



(low, central, and high snow density), respectively. (See Line 339-343 in the revised 

manuscript)  

Figures:  

Figure 11: As I’ve asked above, is this really needed? You depict morphology, aging, 

and mixing changes in previous figures, and you state the radiative forcing tendencies 

in Section 3.4. The information depicted in this image represents the information that 

should be written up in the conclusion section (that is, it answers the following 

question: how are all of your findings connected?). Since you can easily describe how 

these conditions are connected, I do not think the figure is necessary. 

Author response: yes, we think the Figure 11 is necessary in this work; we revised 

the figure to improve this meaning more complete for readers and a general LAPs 

change model between the atmosphere and snowpack (see revised Figure 12, the 

figure order changes). We appreciate your comments, as discussed above; we think 

Figure 11 is very helpful to interpret visually the thesis of this work. Besides, this part 

discussion is also an improvement of the whole paper, by putting the entire factors 

together to see its total influence.  
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Abstract  14 

Aerosols impurities affect the earth's temperature and climate by altering the radiative 15 

properties of the atmosphere. Changes in the composition, morphology structure and 16 

mixing states of aerosol components will cause significant changes in radiative forcing in 17 

the atmosphere. This work focused on the physicochemical properties of light-absorbing 18 

particles (LAPs) and their variability through deposition process from the atmosphere to 19 

the glacier/snowpack surface interface based on large-range observation in northeast 20 

Tibetan Plateau, and laboratory transmission electron microscope (TEM) and energy 21 

dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX) measurements. The results showed that LAPs 22 

particle structures changed markedly in the snowpack compared to those in the 23 

atmosphere due to black carbon (BC)/organic matter (OM) particle aging and salt-coating 24 

condition changes. Considerably more aged BC and OM particles were observed in the 25 

glacier and snowpack surfaces than in the atmosphere, as the concentration of aged BC 26 
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and OM varied in all locations by 4%-16% and 12%-25% in the atmosphere, respectively, 27 

whereas they varied by 25%-36% and 36%-48%, respectively, in the glacier/snowpack 28 

surface. Similarly, the salt-coated particle ratio of LAPs in the snowpack is lower than in 29 

the atmosphere. Albedo change contribution in the Miaoergou, Yuzhufeng and Qiyi 30 

Glaciers is evaluated using the SNICAR model for glacier surface distributed impurities. 31 

Due to the salt-coating state change, the snow albedo decreased by 16.7%-33.9% 32 

compared to that in the atmosphere. Such great change may cause more strongly 33 

enhanced radiative heating than previously thought, suggesting that the warming effect 34 

from particle structure and mixing change of glacier/snowpack LAPs may have markedly 35 

affected the climate on a global scale in terms of direct forcing in the Cryosphere. 36 

Keywords: light- absorbing aerosols; atmosphere-snowpack interface; BC/OM particle 37 

structure aging; salt-coating change; particle internal mixing 38 

1. Introduction 39 

Aerosols affect the earth's temperature and climate by altering the radiative properties of 40 

the atmosphere (Jacobson, 2001; 2014). Snow cover and glaciers in cryospheric regions 41 

play an important role in global climate change because of their large areas of distribution 42 

on the earth’s surface, especially in the Northern Hemisphere, e.g., in the Alpine 43 

Mountains, the Tibetan Plateau, northern hemisphere snowpack and the Polar Regions. 44 

Individual pollutant aerosols, e.g., black carbon (BC, or soot), organic carbon (OC) or 45 

organic matter (OM), mineral dust and various salts, deposited on glacier/snowpack 46 

surfaces cause enhanced surface heat absorption, acting as light absorbing particles 47 

(LAPs), and they thus impact radiative forcing in the cryosphere. Moreover, changes in 48 

composition, morphology structure and mixing states of different LAPs components will 49 

cause significant variability in individual particle radiative heating with largely varied 50 

surface albedo due to the changes in a single particle’s mixing states (Cappa et al., 2012; 51 

Peng et al., 2016).  52 

The Tibetan Plateau, acting as the “The Third Pole” region, is one of the largest 53 

cryosphere regions with a large ice mass besides the Polar Regions (Qiu et al., 2008). 54 

Large amounts of LAPs particles deposited on the glacier/snowpack surface can 55 
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significantly impact surface radiative forcing, and induce increased heat absorption of the 56 

atmosphere interface in lower and middle troposphere (Anesio et al., 2009; Kaspari et al., 57 

2011; Dong et al., 2016, 2017), thereby causing rapid glacier melting in the region (Xu et 58 

al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2017).  59 

Aerosols and climate interaction has become a major concern in the Tibetan Plateau 60 

region (Dong et al., 2016, 2017). For example, the long-range transport and deposition of 61 

BC (soot), various types of salts (e.g., ammonium, nitrate and sulfate), and aerosols, and 62 

their climate significance on the Tibetan Plateau glaciers have recently become heavily 63 

researched topics (Ramanathan et al., 2007; Flanner et al., 2007; McConnell et al., 2007; 64 

Zhang et al., 2018). However, to date, notably limited studies have focused on the 65 

composition, mixing states, and change process of LAPs particles in the 66 

atmosphere-snowpack interface of the Tibetan Plateau glacier basins. Moreover, current 67 

modeling on cryospheric snow/ice radiative forcing’s impact on climate change has rarely 68 

considered such influences from changes of the single particle’s structure and mixing 69 

states (Ramanathan et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2018). Because of glacier ablation and LAPs 70 

accumulation in summer, the concentration of distributed impurities in glacier/snowpack 71 

surface is often even higher than that of the atmosphere (Zhang et al., 2017; Yan et al., 72 

2016).  73 

Therefore, this study aimed to provide a first and unique record of the individual LAPs’  74 

physicochemical properties, components variability and mixing states of between the 75 

glacier/snowpack and atmosphere interface, based on aerosol (total suspended particle 76 

(TSP) on the aerosol filter) and the glaciers/snowpack surface-distributed impurity 77 

sampling of in the northeast Tibetan Plateau during June 2016 to September 2017, to 78 

determine the individual LAPs particle’s structure aging and mixing state changes 79 

through the atmospheric deposition process from the atmosphere to the glacier/snowpack 80 

surface, thereby helping to characterize the LAPs’ radiative forcing and climate effects in 81 

the Cryosphere region of Tibetan Plateau. Moreover, the albedo change contributions of 82 

LAPs in several glacier surfaces (e.g. Miaoergou, Yuzhufeng and Qiyi Glaciers) were 83 

evaluated using a SNICAR (Single-layer implementation of the Snow, Ice, and Aerosol 84 

Radiation) model for the salt mixing states of surface-distributed impurities of the 85 



observed glaciers. We organized the paper as follows: In section 2, we provided detailed 86 

descriptions about data and method of individual aerosol particle sampling and analysis; 87 

and in section 3 we presented the observed results and discussion of: (i) comparison of 88 

LAPs components between atmosphere and snowpack interface; (ii) BC/OM particle 89 

structure aging variability between atmosphere and snowpack interface; (iii) changes in 90 

salt-coating conditions and BC/OM mixing states between the atmosphere and snowpack 91 

interface; (iv) particle mixing states variability and its contribution to radiative forcing 92 

enhancement. In section 4, we concluded our results and also provided the future study 93 

objective for the community.  94 

2. Data and Methods  95 

Field Work Observation and Sampling. The main methods of the study include the 96 

fieldwork observations, and laboratory transmission electron microscope (TEM) and 97 

energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX) instrument analysis. Atmospheric LAPs 98 

samples (TEM aerosol filter samples) and the glacier/snowpack surface distributed 99 

impurity samples were both collected across the northeastern Tibetan Plateau region in 100 

summer between June 2016 and September 2017. Figure 1 shows the sampling locations 101 

and their spatial distribution in the region, including locations in the eastern Tianshan 102 

Mountains, the Qilian Mountains, the Kunlun Mountains and the Hengduan Mountains, 103 

where large-range spatial scale observations were conducted (see Table 1). During the 104 

fieldwork sampling, we used the middle-volume-sampler (DKL-2 (Dankeli) with a flow 105 

rate of 150 L/min) for TEM filter sampling in this study, with a flow rate of 1 L min
−1

 106 

were used for TSP filter sampling in our study, by a single-stage cascade impactor with a 107 

0.5 mm diameter jet nozzle and an airflow rate of 1.0 L min
-1

. Each sample was collected 108 

with 1-hour duration. After collection, the sample was placed in a sealed dry plastic tube 109 

and stored in a desiccator at 25°C and 20±3% RH to minimize exposure to ambient air 110 

before analysis, and particle smaller than 0.5 mm can be collected efficiently by the 111 

instruments. In total, 80 aerosol samples were collected directly on the calcium-coated 112 

carbon (Ca-C) grid filter. Additionally, 88 glacier/snowpack surface-snow samples were 113 

collected on the glacier/snowpack surface (with 5 cm snow depth, each sampled for 200 114 

mL) for comparison with the deposition process, and the snow samples are taken at the 115 



same time of the atmospheric aerosol sampling. The aerosol/snow sampling method is 116 

also the same to the previous study in Dong et al. (2016, 2017). The detailed information 117 

on sampling locations, time period and aerosol/snow sample number are shown in Table 118 

1. Snow samples were collected at different elevations along the glacier/snowpack 119 

surfaces of the study. Pre-cleaned low-density polyethylene (LDPE) bottles (Thermo 120 

scientific), stainless steel shovel, and super-clean clothes were used for the 121 

glacier/snowpack surface-snow sample collection. All samples were kept frozen until 122 

they were transported to the lab for analysis.  123 

TEM-EDX Microscopy Measurements. Laboratory TEM-EDX measurements were 124 

performed directly on the Ca-C filters grids (Dong et al., 2016). Ca-C grids were used as 125 

filters with the advantage of clear and unprecedented observation for single-particle 126 

analyses of aerosols and snowpack samples (Creamean et al., 2013; Li et al, 2014; 127 

Semeniuk et al., 2014). Analyses of individual particle observations were conducted 128 

using a JEM-2100F (Japan Electron Microscope) transmission electron microscope 129 

operated at 200 kV. The analyses involved conventional and high-resolution imaging 130 

using bright field mode, electron diffraction (Semeniuk, et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014), and 131 

energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry. A qualitative survey of grids was undertaken to 132 

assess the size and compositional range of particles and to select areas for more detailed 133 

quantitative work that was representative of the entire sample. This selection ensured that 134 

despite the small percentage of particles analyzed quantitatively, our results were 135 

consistent with the qualitative survey of the larger particle population on each grid. 136 

Quantitative information on size, shape, composition, speciation, mixing state, and 137 

physical state was collected for a limited set of stable particles. Some LAPs particles, 138 

including nitrate, nitrite, and ammonium sulfate, though not stable under the electron 139 

beam, can be well detected on EDX at low beam intensity. EDX spectra were collected 140 

for 15 s in order to minimize radiation exposure and potential beam damage. All stable 141 

particles with sizes 20 nm to 35 μm were analyzed within representative grid mesh 142 

squares located near the center of the grid. Grid squares with moderate particle loadings 143 

were selected for study to preclude the possibility of overlap or aggregation of particles 144 

on the grid after sampling. The use of Ca-C grids resulted in clear and unprecedented 145 

physical and chemical information for the individual particle types. Using TEM-EDX 146 



microscope measurements, we can also easily derive the salt-coating conditions based on 147 

the advantage of the transmission observation to obtain individual particle 148 

inside-structure (Li et al., 2014). Particle (e.g. BC, OM) with salt coating will appear 149 

clearly surrounded by various salts shell and with the BC/OM particle as the core. In 150 

general, more than 400 particles were analyzed per grid; thus, more than 1200 particles 151 

were analyzed from the three grid fractions per sample. Moreover, as the snow samples’ 152 

melting will affect the individual particle composition during the measurements, 153 

especially for various types of salts because the salt is unstable in high temperature (e.g. 154 

Ammonium and Nitrates) and will change, thus the snow/aerosol samples were directly 155 

observed under the TEM instrument and measured before it melted. All samples were 156 

measured in frozen states.  157 

Snow Albedo Change Evaluation. We also simulated the albedo change contributed by 158 

individual particle mixing states’ variability of LAPs. The SNICAR model can be used to 159 

simulate the albedo of snowpack by the combination of the impurity of the contents (e.g., 160 

BC, dust and volcanic ash), snow effective grain size, and incident solar flux parameters 161 

(Flanner et al., 2007). In this work, we use the online SNICAR model 162 

(http://snow.engin.umich.edu/). In the SNICAR model, the effective grain sizes of snow 163 

were derived from the stratigraphy and ranged from 100 μm for fresh clean snow to 1500 164 

μm for aged snow and granular ice. The model was run with low, central, and high grain 165 

size for each snow type to account for the uncertainties in the observed snow grain sizes. 166 

Snow density varied with crystal size, shape, and the degree of rimming. The snow 167 

density data used in the SNICAR model are summarized with low-, central-, and 168 

high-density scenarios for the model run based on a series observations in the Tibetan 169 

Plateau and previous literature (Judson and Doesken, 2000; Sjögren et al., 2007; Zhang et 170 

al., 2018). In the model simulation, mineral dust (93.2±27.05 μg/g), BC (1517±626 μg/kg) 171 

and OC (974±197 μg/kg) average concentration data, as well as other parameters, such as 172 

effective grain size, snow density, solar zenith angle, and snow depth on the glaciers, 173 

were all considered; The mass absorption cross-sections (MAC) for salt-coated BC was 174 

referred to the average situation derived from the northern Tibetan Plateau glaciers 175 

(Zhang et al., 2017, 2018; Yan et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2013). Though showing high 176 

level, the BC concentration data used in this study is comparable to the previous work 177 



results derived from the Himalaya ice core (Ming et al., 2008), as with relatively higher 178 

average elevation in the Everest (its deposition site elevation 6500 m a.s.l. compared to 179 

2900-4750 m a.s.l. of northeast Tibetan Plateau glacier sampling sites) and lower 180 

atmospheric BC concentration. Besides, in this work we mainly focus on LAPs (BC, OC, 181 

mineral dust, and others) in the glaciers and snowpacks for the surface distributed 182 

impurities, thus impurity is often accumulated in summer with surface ablation and with 183 

higher BC concentration.  184 

When running the SNICAR model, BC/OM was assumed to be coated or non-coated with 185 

sulfate (Flanner et al., 2007; Qu et al., 2014), or other salts. The mass absorption cross 186 

section (MAC) is an input parameter for the SNICAR model; it is commonly assumed to 187 

be 7.5 m
2 
/g at 550 nm for uncoated BC particles (Bond et al., 2013). For salt-coated BC 188 

particles, the MAC scaling factor was set to be 1 m
2 

/g, following Qu et al. (2014) and 189 

Wang et al. (2015). Other impurities (such as volcanic ash) were set to zero. In terms of 190 

the albedo calculation, the BC and dust radiative forcing (RF) can be obtained by using 191 

equation (1) (Kaspari et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015): 192 

     (1) 193 

where  is the modeled snow albedo with or without the impurities (imp) of BC and/or 194 

dust; E is the spectral irradiance (W m
-2

); r is the snow optical grain size (μm); is 195 

wavelength (μm); and  is the solar zenith angle for irradiance (°).  196 

3. Results and Discussion  197 

3.1 Comparison of LAPs Components between Atmosphere and Snowpack Interface  198 

Figure 2 shows the component types of the individual LAPs particle found in the 199 

atmosphere and glacier/snowpack of northeast Tibetan Plateau. Based on the above 200 

microscope observations, aerosols were classified into seven components: NaCl salt, 201 

mineral dust, BC (soot)/ fly ash, sulfates, ammonium, nitrates, and organic matter (OM). 202 



Classification criteria of sampled particle types, mixing states and their possible sources 203 

in the snow/atmosphere samples were indicated in Table S1. Figure 3 shows the 204 

comparison of individual LAPs particle components types between glacier/snowpack and 205 

atmosphere interface in northeast Tibetan Plateau region, which indicates the LAPs 206 

composition in atmosphere of various locations as BC (mean percentage of 18.3%, 207 

standard deviation (SD) 2.58), OC (28.2%, SD 3.49), NaCl (11%, SD 2.58), Sulfate (17%, 208 

SD 3.49); Ammonium (4.8%, SD 3.01), Nitrate (7%, SD 2.83), Mineral dust (13.7%, SD 209 

3.02), whereas the LAPs composition in glacier/snowpack surface as: BC (mean 21.3%, 210 

SD 2.49), OC (31.2%, SD 2.44), NaCl (16.2%, SD 3.12), Sulfate (6.8%, SD 1.32), 211 

Ammonium (2%, SD 0.81), Nitrate (3.3%, SD 0.95), Mineral dust (19.2%, SD 2.9). We 212 

found that the impurity components show large differences between the snowpack and 213 

atmosphere in all locations, implying significant change through the aerosols’ deposition 214 

processing in the interface (Figure 3). LAPs components have a large change of 215 

proportion in the interface, probably due to different atmospheric cleaning rates and 216 

atmospheric processing with dry/wet aerosol deposition. Sulfates and other salts in the 217 

atmosphere act as salt-coating forms to other particles with aggregated states and will be 218 

dissolved and taken away with precipitating snow and meltwater in the snowpack, which 219 

will cause reduced salt components (e.g., sulfate, nitrate, NaCl, and ammonium) in the 220 

glacier/snowpack surface compared to those  in the atmosphere. Therefore, we can 221 

observe obvious changes in composition and mixing states of the impurities between the 222 

atmosphere and glacier/snowpack surface in Figure 3, as the ratio of BC, organic matter, 223 

and mineral dust components in the snowpack increased greatly during this process, 224 

whereas the ratio of various salts in the snowpack decreased significantly (Figure 3). The 225 

change in morphology and structure will undoubtedly cause a significant variability of 226 

impurities’ heat absorbing property in both the atmosphere and the glacier/snowpack 227 

surface, and such impacts will be discussed in a later section. Moreover, the deposition 228 

flux and processing of various types of aerosol particles are different, causing the changes 229 

in composition and mixing states of LAPs impurities between the atmosphere and 230 

Cryosphere. Aerosol LAPs change during the atmospheric transport and deposition 231 

processes (especially through wet deposition with precipitating-snow) will mainly lead to 232 

large variability of individual particle’s structure and morphology; for example, the 233 



particle’s aging, salt-coating, and mixing states changes of BC and organic matter (with 234 

internal or external mixing), as indicated in following sections, which will cause further 235 

influences on radiative forcing of the glacier/snowpack surface as discussed in section 236 

3.4. .   237 

3.2 BC/OM Particle Aging between Atmosphere and Snowpack Interface  238 

Figure 4 shows how the particle’s structure changes during the individual particle aging 239 

process when deposited from the atmosphere onto the glacier snowpack surface. Figure 240 

4a-4d is the representative particles of fresh BC/OM with fractal morphology and a large 241 

amount in the atmosphere, whereas Figure 4e-4h is the representative particles of aged 242 

BC/OM with aggregated spherical morphology in the glacier/snowpack surface. It is clear 243 

that abundant aerosol particles were observed with relatively fresh structure in the 244 

atmosphere, similar to previous studies (e.g., Li et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2016). As shown 245 

in Figure 4a-4d, the fresh aerosol particles of BC and OC (or organic matter, OM) 246 

appeared very common in the atmosphere as the main parts, whereas as shown in Figure 247 

4e-4h, more aged particles were found deposited in the glacier/snowpack surface. This 248 

process is characterized by the initial transformation from a fractal structure to spherical 249 

morphology and the subsequent growth of fully compact particles. Previous work has 250 

indicated the structure and mass absorption cross (MAC) section change of BC particles 251 

in the atmosphere (Peng et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2016), but did not discuss such change 252 

phenomena of OM particles’ change during the structure-aging process. This study 253 

reveals clearly the structure and morphology change of BC and OM particles’ structure 254 

aging through the transport and deposition process to the glacier snowpack from the 255 

atmosphere (Figure 4).  256 

Based on TEM-EDX observations, we evaluated the aged BC/OM particle composition 257 

ratio (%) in the snowpack and the atmosphere, respectively. Figure 5 shows the aging of 258 

BC/OM individual particles and their composition ratio (%) change with the deposition 259 

process from the atmosphere to the glacier/snowpack surface. Figure 5 indicates that in 260 

atmosphere the composition ratio is as fresh BC (mean percentage of 29.7%, with SD 261 

3.95), fresh OC (41.8%, 4.34), aged BC (9.8%, 4.02), and aged OC (18.7%, 4.11); while 262 

in the snow the composition ratio is as fresh BC (mean percentage of 8.4%, SD 2.71), 263 



fresh OC (17.7%, 4.42), aged BC (31.5%, 2.99), and aged OC (42.4%, 4.45). The 264 

proportion of aged BC and OM particles varied from 4%-16% and 12%-25% in the 265 

atmosphere, respectively, and varied from 25%-36% and 36%-48% in the 266 

glacier/snowpack surface, respectively. The amount of aged particles in snowpack is 2-3 267 

times higher than that in the atmosphere. In the atmosphere, the BC/OM both showed 268 

high ratios of fresh structure particles (fractal morphology), while in the 269 

glacier/snowpack surface more particles indicated aged structure (spherical morphology), 270 

although there were was a small portion of particles still fresh (Figure 5). The change 271 

proportion of BC/OM particle aging is very marked between the snow and the 272 

atmosphere. The particle structure is a very important factor influencing light absorbing 273 

(Peng et al., 2016); thus, such changes in BC/OM particles’ structure aging between the 274 

glacier snowpack and atmosphere will actually influence the total heat absorbing of the 275 

mountain glacier/snowpack, even affecting that of the whole cryosphere on earth’s 276 

surface.   277 

3.3 Changes in Salt-Coating Conditions and BC/OM Mixing States between   278 

In addition to particle structure aging, we find evident variability in particle salt-coating 279 

conditions between the atmosphere and glacier/snowpack interface during the 280 

observation period (Figure 6). Figure 6 demonstrates the different salt-coating examples 281 

for individual aerosol particles (including BC, OM, and mineral dust) in the atmosphere 282 

in various glacier basins in the northeast Tibetan Plateau. We found that the salt-coating 283 

form is very common for impurity particles in the atmosphere, which will, of course, 284 

cause a significant influence on radiative forcing of the atmosphere. A large part of fresh 285 

BC/OM (with fractal morphology) and mineral dust particles were coated by various salts, 286 

such as sulfate, nitrates, and ammonium. Such obvious salt-coating conditions will cause 287 

reduced atmospheric radiative forcing, due to the increase of albedo (IPCC, 2013).  288 

Similarly, we also evaluated the salt-coated particle ratio for BC/OM and its change 289 

between glacier/snowpack and atmosphere (Figure 7). Figure 7 shows the salt-coating 290 

proportion of impurity particles and its difference between the glacier/snowpack and 291 

atmosphere interface at those locations. In Figure 7, the salt-coated particles in 292 

atmosphere accounted for mean ratio of 54.61% (with SD 12.02) in various locations, 293 



while that in the snow of the glacier/snowpack was 18.59% (with SD 7.04). The 294 

proportion of salt-coating particles varied largely from the atmosphere to the 295 

glacier/snowpack surface (2-4 times more in the atmosphere than that in snow). The 296 

change proportion of salt-coating particles is very marked, and this change will cause 297 

very complicated changes in a particle’s mixing states and structure.  298 

Figure 8 shows the situation of internal mixing states of BC (soot), organic matter (OM) 299 

and mineral dust particles in various glacier snowpacks in the region, which demonstrates 300 

the influence of the transport and deposition process to a particle’s structure change. Most 301 

salts in the salt-coated particles will disappear when deposited into the glacier/snowpack 302 

surface, and the mixing states change largely to the internal and external mixing forms 303 

with BC/OM as the core. The proportion change of an internally mixed BC particle with 304 

other particles is presented in Figure 9, showing great increases in internal mixing after 305 

deposition among the locations in the whole northeast Tibetan Plateau region. As shown 306 

in Figure 9, the internally mixed particles of BC in atmosphere accounted for mean ratio 307 

4.68% (with SD 3.07) in various locations, whereas that in the snow of glacier/snowpack 308 

was 14.85% (with SD 4.93). We find that with the salt-dissolution, a large part of LAPs 309 

particles changed to the internally mixed BC/OM particle with other aerosol particles. As 310 

a large number of particles lose the salt coating in the snowpack compared with those in 311 

the atmosphere, the whole process will certainly increase the heating absorption 312 

proportion of the LAPs. Moreover, as shown in Figure 10, average conditions of single, 313 

internally and externally mixed BC/OM individual particles in the glacier/snowpack of 314 

the northeast Tibetan Plateau changed greatly with the diameter of the particle. In Figure 315 

10, the mixings states of BC/OC in the glacier/snowpack snow of northeast Tibetan 316 

Plateau showed that the internally, single and externally mixed BC/OC particles 317 

accounted for mean ratio of 69.2% (SD 22.5), 5,35% (SD 1.72), and 25.95% (with SD 318 

22.4), respectively. With the increase in particle size, most BC/OM particles (PM>1 μm) 319 

showed internal mixing conditions, which will influence the RF of the glacier snowpack.  320 

3.4 Particle Mixing States Variability and Its Contribution to Light Absorbing 321 

Additionally, the extent of influence of LAPs’ particle mixing state changes are also 322 

important and need to be evaluated for radiative forcing. The SNICAR model is often 323 



employed to simulate the hemispheric albedo of glacier/snowpack for a unique 324 

combination of LAPs contents (e.g., BC, dust, and volcanic ash), snow effective grain 325 

size, and incident solar flux characteristics (Flanner et al., 2007). We also evaluated the 326 

influence on albedo change caused by individual particle structure and mixing state 327 

changes in the glaciers/snowpack of the northeast Tibetan Plateau region. Figure 11 328 

showed the evaluation of snow albedo change of BC-salt coating change in the snowpack 329 

compared with that in the atmosphere using SNICAR model simulation in the MG, YG, 330 

QG, showing the albedo change of snow surface impurities in snowpack compared to that 331 

of the atmosphere. The parameters input for SNICAR model have been described in the 332 

method section. Mineral dust, BC and OC average concentration data, as well as other 333 

parameters, such as effective grain size, snow density, solar zenith angle, and snow depth 334 

on the glaciers, and MAC for BC were referred from the average situation in previous 335 

work of northern Tibetan Plateau glaciers (Zhang et al., 2017, 2018; Yan et al., 2016; 336 

Wang et al., 2013). As shown in Figure 12, the surface albedo in MG, YG, and QG 337 

decreased by 16.7%-33.9% caused by salt-coating changes, when compared to that of the 338 

hypothetical similar situation of impurities’ composition as that in the atmosphere. Based 339 

on the LAPs salt-coating-induced albedo changes, RF was calculated by equation (1) for 340 

the different scenarios. The results show that the RF change caused by salt coating 341 

changes, varied between 1.6–26.3 W m
2
 depending on the different scenarios (low, 342 

central, and high snow density), respectively.  343 

Figure 12 shows a schematic diagram model for the explanation of the particle structure 344 

aging and salt-coating changes, and its total influence to the radiative forcing between the 345 

atmosphere and glacier/snowpack interface on the northeast Tibetan Plateau. From the 346 

above discussion, we find a clear variability in LAPs particles’ mixing forms between the 347 

glacier/snowpack surface and atmosphere, mainly originating from the morphology 348 

changes of the LAPs particle’s structure (e.g., aging of BC/OM), and salt-coating changes 349 

from increased internal mixing of BC/OC particles, as many particles without salt-coating 350 

will change to internal mixing with BC/OM particles as a core, or external mixing with 351 

BC/OM, which will also significantly influence the total RF of the mountain 352 

glaciers/snowpack in the Cryosphere as indicated in previous work (Jacobson et al., 353 

2001). Moreover, due to glacier ablation and accumulation of various types of impurities, 354 



the concentration of impurities in the snowpack surface is often even higher than that of 355 

the atmosphere (Zhang et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2016).  356 

In general, as shown in Figure 12, (ⅰ) more fresh BC/OM particles were observed in the 357 

atmosphere, whereas more aged BC/OM particles were found on the glacier/snowpack 358 

surface. Aged BC/OM particles often mean stronger radiative forcing in the snowpack 359 

than in the atmosphere (Peng et al., 2015). (ⅱ) More salt-coated particles were found in 360 

the atmosphere of the glacier basin, whereas reduced salt coating was found in the 361 

glacier/snow surface. With thick salt coating, the LAPs’ light- absorbing properties may 362 

not be that much stronger than the particles without coating, as most salts (sulfate, 363 

nitrates, ammonium, and NaCl) did not have strong forcing because of their weak light- 364 

absorbing property and high hygroscopicity in the mixing states (IPCC, 2013; Li et al., 365 

2014), especially for sulfate/nitrate aggregated particles. (ⅲ) With the salt-coating 366 

decrease, more internally mixed particles of BC/OM surrounded by a well-mixed 367 

salt-shell were observed from the individual particles of LAPs in the snow-ice of the 368 

cryospheric glacier basin, when compared to that of the atmosphere. Internally mixed 369 

particles of BC/OM have showed shown the strongest light absorption in previous 370 

modeling studies (Cappa et al., 2012; Jacobson et al., 2000), as BC acts as a cell-core 371 

particle with organic matter particles (also sometimes including some salts) surrounded. 372 

In previous study the mixing state was found to affect the BC global direct forcing by a 373 

factor of 2.9 (0.27 Wm
-2

 for an external mixture, +0.54 Wm
-2

 for BC as a coated core, 374 

and +0.78 Wm
-2

 for BC as well mixed internally) (Jacobson, 2000), and that the mixing 375 

state and direct forcing of the black-carbon component approach those of an internal 376 

mixture, largely due to coagulation and growth of aerosol particles (Jacobson et al., 2001), 377 

and also found radiative absorption enhancements due to the mixing state of BC as 378 

indicated in Cappa et al. (2012), and He et al.(2015). (ⅳ ) In addition to the 379 

light-absorbing from the above particle structure change, the absorbing property of some 380 

components in the atmosphere and cryosphere (snow and ice) also show a large 381 

variability, as most mineral and OM (or OC) particles show negative radiative forcing in 382 

the atmosphere while showing positive forcing in the glacier/snowpack surface, as 383 

indicated from IPCC AR5 (2013), Yan et al. (2016), Zhang et al. (2018), and Hu et al. 384 



(2018). Thus, the light-absorbing of LAPs as a whole will increase greatly in 385 

glacier/snowpack surface environments.  386 

Therefore, the great change of glacier/snowpack surface albedo may cause more strongly 387 

enhanced radiative heating than previously thought, suggesting that the warming effect 388 

from particle structure and mixing change of glacier/snowpack LAPs may have markedly 389 

affected the climate on a global scale in terms of direct forcing in the Cryosphere. 390 

4. Conclusions 391 

The results showed that the LAPs particle structure changed greatly in snowpack 392 

compared to that in the atmosphere, mainly due to particle aging (mainly BC and organic 393 

matter), and the salt coating reduction process through the impurity particle’s atmospheric 394 

deposition. Many Much more aging BC and OM and more internally mixed BC particles 395 

were observed in glacier snowpack than in the atmosphere during the simultaneous 396 

observations; for example, the proportion of aged BC and OM varies from 4-16 % and 397 

12-25% in the atmosphere respectively, and varies from 25-36% and 36-48% respectively 398 

in the snowpack of the cryosphere. In addition to the heat absorbing from the above LAPs 399 

particle structure change, the absorbing property of dust and OC in atmosphere and 400 

cryosphere (snow and ice) also shows a large difference. 401 

A schematic diagram model shown in the figure linking the explanation the LAPs’ 402 

structure aging and salt-coating change and comparing their influences to the radiative 403 

forcing between the atmosphere and glacier snowpack was presented in the study. The 404 

LAPs in glacier/snowpack will change to more aged and internally mixed states 405 

compared to that of the atmosphere. Thus, the light absorption of the LAPs as a whole 406 

will increase greatly in glacier snowpack environments. Moreover, we also evaluated the 407 

increase in radiative forcing caused by LAPs particle structures and mixing state changes. 408 

The albedo changes in MG, YG and QG were evaluated using the SNICAR model 409 

simulation for distributed surface impurities in the observed glaciers caused by salt 410 

coating changes, which decreased by 16.7%-33.9% compared to glacier surface with 411 

similar conditions as in the atmosphere. The RF change caused by salt coating changes, 412 

varied between 1.6–26.3 W m
2
 depending on the different scenarios (low, central, and 413 



high snow density), respectively. We find that the LAPs-individual-particle related albedo 414 

and radiative forcing change in this work is of importance in understanding the 415 

contribution of individual particle structure and mixing change in atmosphere-snowpack 416 

interface, which may have markedly affected the climate on a global scale in terms of 417 

direct forcing in the Cryosphere, and need to be further studied in future.  418 
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 499 

Tables 500 

 501 

Table 1. Sampling locations, sampling dates, and cryoconite-snow depth at mountain 502 

glaciers of the northeast Tibetan Plateau 503 

Sites Glacier Mountains Locations Altitude 

(m a.s.l.) 

Sampling Date  Number 

Snow/Aeros

ols 

Particles 

Calculated  

MG Miaoergou Glacier  Tianshan Mountains 42.59°N, 94.16°E 3800-4200 12-13 June 

2017 

8/8 >1200 

LG12 Laohugou Glacier No.12 Qilian Mountains 39°.20°N, 

96°.34°E 

4300-4700 10-25 July, 

2016, 3-8 June, 

10-21 

August 2017 

20/24 >1200 

QG Qiyi Glacier Qilian Mountains 39.14°N, 97.45°E 4200-4750 10-12 June 

2017 

20-22 August 

2017 

11/8 >1200 

DS Daban Snowpack Daban Mountains 37.21°N, 101.24°E 3500-3700  3-4 June 2017 8/4 >1200 

LG  Lenglongling Glacier Qilian Mountains 37.51°N, 101.54°E 3558-3990  5-7 June 2017 12/5 >1200 

SG Shiyi Glacier Qilian Mountains 38.21°N, 99°.88° E 3900-4400 3-4 June 2017 9/6 >1200 

YG Yuzhufeng Glacier  Kunlun Mountains 35.41°N, 94.16°E 4300-4720 12 June  2017 12/11 >1200 

GS Gannan Snowpack Gannan Plateau 34.2°N, 103.5°E 2900-3200 4-8 May 2017 

6-9 August 

2017 

6/6 >1200 

DG Dagu Glacier Hengduan Mountains 33°N, 101°E 3200-3900 20-22 Sept 

2017 

2/3 >1200 

HG Hailuogou Glacier Hengduan Mountains 31°N,101°E 2900-3500 11-12 August 

2017 

6/4 >1200 

 504 



 505 

Figure Captions 506 

Figure 1 Location map showing the sampled glaciers and snowpack in the northeast 507 

Tibetan Plateau, including the Miaoergou Glacier (MG), Laohugou Glacier No.12 508 

(LG12), Qiyi Glacier (QG), Lenglongling Glacier (LG), Shiyi Glacier (SG), Dabanshan 509 

snowpack (DS), Yuzhufeng Glacier (YG), Gannan Snowpack (GS), Dagu Glacier (DG), 510 

and Hailuogou Glacier (HG), where large-range field observations of atmosphere and 511 

glacier surface impurities were conducted. 512 

Figure 2 Component types of individual haze particles in northwest China. Based on the 513 

above microscope observation, aerosols were classified into seven type components: 514 

NaCl salt, mineral dust, fly ash, BC (soot), sulfates, nitrates, and organic matter (OM).  515 

Figure 3 Comparison of individual particles’ compositions of light-absorbing impurities 516 

in the (a) atmosphere and (b) glacier/snowpack surface in the northeast Tibetan Plateau, 517 

and (c) a photo of snowpack and glaciers in the Qilian Mountains taken from flight in 518 

autumn 2017, showing large distribution of snow cover and glaciers in the north Tibetan 519 

Plateau region -round.  520 

Figure 4 Structure change during the aging of individual black carbon (BC) / organic 521 

matter (OM) particles when deposited from the atmosphere onto snow and ice surface. 522 

Figures 4a-4d is representative of atmosphere, while Figure 4e-4h shows the condition of 523 

snow and iceglacier/snowpack.   524 

Figure 5 LAPs aging of BC/OC individual impurity particles and composition ratio (%) 525 

change during the deposition process from the atmosphere to glacier snowpack, in the 526 

figure (a) is the atmosphere, and (b) is the snowpack.  527 

Figure 6 Examples of different salt-coating conditions of BC, OM and dust for individual 528 

particles in the atmosphere of various glacier basins in northeast Tibetan Plateau 529 

Figure 7 Salt-coating proportion changes of individual impurity particles between glacier 530 

snowpack and atmosphere in various locations of northeast Tibetan Plateau 531 



Figure 8 Internal mixing states of BC (soot) and OM and mineral dust particles, in the 532 

various glacier snowpack in northeast Tibetan Plateau in summer 2016-2017 533 

Figure 9 The proportion change of internally mixed BC particle with other particles，534 

showing the obvious increase of internally mixed BC/OM in glacier snowpack compared 535 

with those in the atmosphere in summer 2016-2017 536 

Figure 10 Average conditions of single, internally and externally mixed BC/OM 537 

individual particles in the snowpack of northeast Tibetan Plateau glaciers, showing most 538 

of the BC/OM with diameter >1 µm  in internally mixing conditions.  539 

Figure 11 Evaluation of snow albedo change of BC-salt coating change in the snowpack 540 

compared with atmosphere using SNICAR model simulation in the MG (a, b), YG (c, d), 541 

LG 12 (e, f), which shows the largely decreased albedo of snow surface impurities in 542 

snowpack compared to that of the atmosphere, implying markedly enhanced radiative 543 

forcing in the snowpack surface impurities.  544 

Figure 12 Schematic diagram linking aging and salt coating change and comparing its 545 

influence to the radiative forcing between the atmosphere and snowpack of a remote 546 

glacier basin, thereby causing markedly enhanced heat absorption.  547 
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